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"Things are improving"… this recent comment from François Hollande triggered 

a wave of ironic comments, denouncing a blinkered state, ignorance of the facts 

and manipulation of minds. In truth, this formula is so vague it can mean 

absolutely anything, but overall, it is not inexact, in our view, in how it describes 

the French economic outlook. It is a fact that expected growth has picked up over 

the last two years. France benefits from the recovery in neighbouring Eurozone 

economies, the easing of monetary policy and a sharp upturn in banking credit. It 

is a shame that the country does not have, in addition, a clear and resolutely 

assumed reform strategy. 

The fortnight’s focus 

In the most recent Consensus Inc. survey on France, conducted on 11 April, the panel 
of economists anticipate real GDP growth of 1.3% in 2016, then 1.5% in 2017. How 
surprised were we to discover that our forecasts were the highest, at 1.6% and 1.9% 
respectively! In the four years since we launched this bi-monthly publication on France, 
it seems that (but one is never an objective judge of one's own efforts) the tone has 
more often been negative than positive, whether in terms of assessing the performance 
of the French economy or the French government's reform agenda. One explanation 
stands out regarding our "optimism". 
 

First and foremost, this is due to our general evaluation of the Eurozone's prospects 
(see our note of 13 April: "Europe, still undervalued"). We note that: the economic 
upturn which started around two years ago is primarily based on domestic demand; 
employment conditions are picking up, which is positive for future labour income 
growth; the credit cycle has re-started, which implies a firming of investment spending; 
the ECB has and will continue to have an accommodative policy which guarantees 
particularly favourable financing conditions; the fiscal policy is slightly expansionary, 
and in any case no longer an obstacle. Admittedly, there are risks in the fact that global 
demand is under pressure. There are also risks in the political sphere such as Brexit, or 
terrorism. Note, however, that these risks, known for some time, have not really 
affected the business climate for the time being.  
 

France's economy is consistent with the aforementioned trends, with a couple of 
exceptions. Compared with its neighbours, the pick-up in employment is very timid, 
conversely, the upturn in credit is significantly more dynamic. Business investment will 
likely benefit. There are also some signs that household property investment will pick up 
after five consecutive years of contraction. Regarding the impact of reforms, let's be 
realistic: it will be zero until the next elections. 
 

France: business climate France: growth forecast by the consensus 

  
Sources: Thomson Reuters, Oddo Securities 
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Economic newsflow of the last fortnight 

  
 As elsewhere in Europe, industrial production has been hesitant since the start of the 

year in a context marked by concerns on global demand (China, US) and turbulent 
and versatile markets. Moreover, the euro has appreciated by around 7% against the 
dollar since December 2015 despite the ECB's announcement of two series of 
monetary easing measures. In fact, the euro's depreciation was halted over a year 
ago. In February, industrial activity declined by 1%, erasing a similar gain over 

January. In March, energy production continued to pick up, which should play 
positively on the overall index. All told, Q1 will at best be marked by a stability of 
industrial production, but more likely by a slight erosion, after two quarters of 
expansion (+0.7% q-o-q in Q4 2015, +0.3% in Q3). 

 On 13 April, the government presented its stability programme for the 2016-2019 

period (table). As was the case last year, the main economic assumptions appear 
reasonable and possibly even slightly conservative in the short term, in our view. The 
High Council of Public Finances criticised the government's assessment of potential 
growth as, at around 1.5% per annum, it looks slightly ambitious. The trick is well 
known: the higher the potential growth level, the greater the latitude in presenting a 
reduction of the public deficit as a structural adjustment rather than a cyclical 
improvement. As France is in an excessive deficit situation (>3% of GDP), it must 
make a structural effort. In any case, it is increasingly acknowledged that the diverse 
European budgetary rules lack coherence (See Economic Flash of 19 April: "What is 
left of fiscal surveillance in the Eurozone? "). We would be surprised if the European 
Commission had serious reservations to express on the French programme given 
that in 2015 the targets were exceeded. The immediate risk is that, in a pre-electoral 
year, the government may allow a slightly freer rein on spending. Since the start of 
the year, some € 4bn in unbudgeted spend has already materialised. We repeat here 
for the umpteenth time: we have far greater reason to be concerned about a public 
expenditure-to-GDP ratio of 55% than a slight overshoot of the 3% deficit target. 

 

 The political sphere witnessed a number of interesting developments in recent days. 
On 7 April, the economy minister Emmanuel Macron launched a new cross-party 

political movement, showing that he could, if necessary, be a candidate in the coming 
presidential election. After a TV programme on 14 April, which was intended to boost 

his ratings, François Hollande saw his popularity fall below the 15% threshold. His 
status as a natural candidate for the socialist party is not certain, particularly as most 
surveys predict his elimination in the first round of voting, leaving the right and Front 
National candidates to fight it out, with, in this case, an almost guaranteed victory for 
the candidate for the right. This is consistent with the conclusions of our report 
published on 22 March (French elections in 2017: a user's guide") which show that 
the political configuration one year before the election is completely unprecedented. 
The accelerated loss of confidence in the French president stems from his own party. 
It is particularly linked to the way the government has conducted its "labour law" 
reform. This reform does not satisfy the reformist wing of the left or the party's other 
extreme, the die-hard-unionist leaning representatives recalcitrant to the slightest hint 
of change not to mention the agit-prop professionals who dream of creating a French 
Syriza. 

 

  
Forthcoming events 

  
 INSEE is due to report on 29 April its initial real GDP growth estimate for Q1 2016. 

INSEE, like the Banque de France, is forecasting 0.4% q-o-q, which would be slightly 
better than in Q4 2015 (0.3% q-o-q). Household spending is set to rebound sharply. 
A positive surprise cannot be ruled out. 

 The parliamentary debate on "labour law" is scheduled to start on 3 May.  

  

2015 2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e

Real GDP (y/y%) 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.75 1.9

Inflation (GDP deflator, y/y%) 1.1 0.9 0.9 1.3 1.7

Private employment (y/y%) 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.4

Government balance (% GDP) -3.5 -3.3 -2.7 -1.9 -1.2

Cyclically-adjusted fiscal restraint (%pt of GDP) 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.3

Government debt (% GDP) 95.7 96.2 96.5 95.4 93.3

Key macro data for the French stability programme 2016-2019

Key public finance data and targets
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Appendix chart: business climate, confidence, households 

Confidence indicators Business climate 

  

PMI-manufacturing survey PMI services survey 

  

Consumer confidence Jobless claims 

  

Household spending Vehicle sales 

  
Sources : Thomson Reuters,Markit,Oddo Securities 

Expansion

Index Apr. Mar. Feb. 2008-09 1992-930 0 0

PMI manufacturing 48.3 49.6 50.2 52.2 42.6 -

PMI services (output) 50.8 49.9 49.2 56.0 46.8 -

PMI composite (output) 50.5 50.0 49.3 55.1 44.9 -

INSEE manufacturing 105 102 103 102.6 85.5 82.5

INSEE services 98 99 100 102.8 84.9 85.5

INSEE construction 94 92 92 103.1 101.1 83.6

INSEE retail sector 102 104 101 101.6 88.5 86.7

INSEE wholesale sector - 102 101 101.7 85.7 87.6

INSEE consumer conf. - 94 95 101.5 84.7 100.7

BdF manufacturing - 99 98 103.5 79.8 85.7

BdF services - 96 96 102.0 91.3 83.9Dec Dec Dec

*from Q2 2008 to Q2 2009; and from Q2 1992 to Q2 1993
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Appendix chart: activity, inflation, credit, finances 

Industrial output Real GDP 

  

Headline and core inflation Trades of goods 

  

Private sector credit Credit conditions for businesses 

  

Bank refinancing at the ECB Government budget 

  
Sources : Thomson Reuters,AFTE,Oddo Securities 
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